23.
Mal enters again, and grabs a fruit. Cal also enters with
her. RA = 3.5 yo.
MAL
I’m starving. You ready, dear?
Paul hands over Ra to Mal and a fruit for each one of them.
PAUL
Thanks for the play date, really
nice.
MAL
I loved it.
PAUL
Great memories we made.
The two families each go their separate directions each
eating fruit on the way and carrying the baskets of fruit.
MAL, PAUL, AND RA REACHING THE FRONT OF THE GRANDPARENTS DOOR
AND ENTERING IN.
INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
GRANDMA AND GRANPA IN A LIVING ROOM.
Grandpa in a chair eating fruit from a barrel of fruit on the
side. Grandma is nursing grandpa, reaching behind and
underneath it and taking a bed pan into another room and
coming back quickly. The family enters in.
G-MA
You all made it! Wow, Ra is so big
now.
MAL
How is pa doing?
G-MA
Oh, you know, his mind is good, but
I don’t know how many minutes he
has left. He spent so many quarterhours working to save up, that he
can’t even really enjoy his
retirement.
G-PA
Ra! My boy! Come here and let me
meet you.

24.
Mal puts down Ra and he runs onto his grandpa’s lap. Ra
starts tugging on Grandpa’s wrinkles and playing with his
face. RA = 4 yo.
G-PA (CONT'D)
Come here son, let me show you your
relatives.
Grandpa stands up with great difficulty, taking Ra to the
pictures on the wall and pointing at pictures while he
speaks.
G-PA (CONT'D)
See, that’s me when I a young man,
hours ago seems like yesterday.
That’s your great-great-great G-pa
and G-ma in the age of 8 am.
RA
That’s morning.
G-PA
Yes, different age, things were so
new back then.
RA
(pointing)
That’s Bob!
G-PA
(confused)
No, that’s his distant relative.
(to others)
How’s he know, Bob, strange.
RA
Alien friend. Brought me here.
G-PA
Strange imagination. Can’t waist
your time imagining.
(pointing at a picture at
night)
Now, that’s our ancestors some 8
generations ago. They lived in an
age of darkness, had to work the
night shift by the light of the
moon. Darker times.
G-MA
Come dear, sit down and eat. You’re
exerting yourself.

25.
G-PA
Yes, I’m feeling a bit tired and
hungry.
G-Pa sits down in his chair putting Ra down as her runs into
his parents arms. RA = 4.5 yo.
PAUL
We should be going now, lovely
living with you these past minutes.
MAL
Little Ra’s about to start school
soon, best get him ready.
Paul, Mal, and Ra begin to leave with their basket.
G-MA
So good to see you, make sure you
call.
G-PA
Have a safe trip.
The three of them wave goodbye as they leave out the front
door.
EXT. WALKWAY BETWEEN HOUSES - DAY
PAUL, MAL, AND RA WALKING QUICKLY TO THEIR HOUSE.
MAL
You see that picture of that
sunrise? Imagine how beautiful it
would be to live in the Age of
Sunrise.
The arrive at the front door when Bob 2 also arrives.
BOB 2
Special delivery of fresh picked
Roids and new clothes for the
growing boy.
PAUL
Oh thanks so much, tell your
parents and son hello.
Paul takes out some fruit and hands it to Bob as payment.
BOB 2
Thanks, will do.

